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vector bundles over an elliptic curve - vector bundles over an elliptic curve 415 embedded biregularly in
some projective space). we shall be concerned with vector bundles over x, i.e. algebraic fibre bundles over x
with a vector space as fibre and the general linear group as structure group. vector bundles on curves and
generalized theta functions ... - vector bundles on curves and generalized theta functions: recent results
and open problems arnaud beauville abstra ct. the moduli spaces of vector bundles on a compact riemann
surfacecarry anatural linebundle, the determinant bundle. the sections of this line bundle and its multiples
constitute a non-abelian generalization of the classical ... rank two vector bundles on elliptic curves mathsd - rank two vector bundles on elliptic curves 115 example 2.2. the simplest example is known as the
trivial vec-tor bundle of rank n, i.e. pr 1: x × cn → x, where pr 1 denotes projection to the ﬁrst factor. vector
bundles on reducible curves and applications - clay mathematics proceedings volume 14, 2011 vector
bundles on reducible curves and applications montserrat teixidor i bigas 1. introduction let c be a projective,
irreducible, non-singular curve of given genus g ‚ 2 deﬂned over an algebraically closed ﬂeld.
homomorphisms of vector bundles on curves and parabolic ... - homomorphisms of vector bundles on
curves and parabolic vector bundles on a symmetric product indranil biswas and souradeep majumder
(communicated by lev borisov) abstract. let sn(x) be the symmetric product of an irreducible smooth complex
projective curve x. given a vector bundle e on x,thereisacor-responding parabolic vector bundle v e∗ on ...
generalized vector bundles on curves - uni-mathdg - generalized vector bundles on curves by n.
hoﬀmann, j. jahnel and u. stuhler in gttingen m. kneser zum siebzigsten geburtstag introduction in their paper
[14] g. harder and m.s. narasimhan (and independently d. quillen) have constructed a canonical ﬂag of
subbundles on any vector bun-dle on a complete smooth algebraic curve over a ﬁeld.
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